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1 Abstract 

This report is considered as an accompanying document of SUBSOL web-based 

knowledge environment, and in particular of the SUBSOL Knowledge Base (Task 3.1) 

aiming to support the collection and diffusion of knowledge that promotes innovative 

practical solutions for advanced freshwater management in coastal areas utilizing fresh 

groundwater resources. The KE consists of three elements: the SUBSOL Knowledge Base 

(KB), the SUBSOL Toolbox and the SUBSOL Marketplace, all provided through a unified 

environment thus embedded into a common online platform (http://subsol-

data.euprojects.net). This platform enables the user to explore and disseminate the 

knowledge collected in the SUBSOL project (e.g. SWS solutions, applications, related 

projects, publications, regulations, etc) and to navigate from general problem statements 

to more specific contextual knowledge, possible solutions and supporting material. The KB 

is flexible and extendable, in order to be adapted to future developments during the 

lifetime of the project as well as beyond, e.g. it is enhanced with data from other similar 

platforms (EIP Water, Kindra project, etc.). Finally, the SUBSOL KE will be taken up in the 

Watershare tool suite (www.watershare.eu) to ensure its further development and 

application, as well as ICT support, after the SUBSOL’s lifetime. 

  

http://subsol-data.euprojects.net/
http://subsol-data.euprojects.net/
http://www.watershare.eu/
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2 Introduction 

This document provides description of the design and implementation of the SUBSOL 

web-based knowledge environment. This knowledge environment aims to support 

collection of knowledge regarding innovative practical solutions for advanced freshwater 

management in coastal areas utilizing fresh groundwater resources and sharing of such 

knowledge among interested parties within the SUBSOL consortium as well as across any 

interested communities worldwide. 

On one hand, collected experiences, case studies, information regarding aggregated field 

data and project activities are provided, forming a Knowledge Base, accessible by all the 

interested parties. On the other hand, information regarding successful implementations, 

design of products and implementation of innovative solutions are provided within a web-

based marketplace, aiming at their dissemination and promotion for potential adoption and 

replication in similar environments. 

Given that the collected information in the web-based knowledge environment may be 

used with different objectives (e.g. for informational purposes in the knowledge base and 

for promotion purposes in the marketplace), it was decided to design and implement a 

unified SUBSOL database for storage of all the relevant information and to design and 

implement a unified web-based environment for supporting different views of the available 

information. Access to the SUBSOL Knowledge Base and marketplace is provided to 

SUBSOL consortium members and other stakeholders. The marketplace in particular has 

a much wider scope and targets dissemination and promotion of such technologies, 

solutions and products to all interested parties. 

It should be noted that special emphasis is given on the design and implementation of the 

web-based knowledge environment in a way that is fully compatible and interoperable with 

the EIP-Water Marketplace [1]. Compatibility and interoperability regards the capacity for 

exchange of content among the two platforms and the exploitation of Semantic Web 

technologies for the addition of metadata over the available content based on existing and 

evolving semantic models in the area of groundwater management solutions. 

The SUBSOL Knowledge Environment is available at: http://subsol-data.euprojects.net/. 

The user can navigate from there to the Marketplace located at: 

http://subsol.euprojects.net.  

The overall design of the web-based knowledge environment is described in chapter 3, 

entitled SUBSOL Web-based Knowledge Environment, while the possibility for a future 

interconnection with the EIP-Water marketplace is described in chapter 4, entitled 

Alignment and Interoperability with EIP-Water Marketplace. A detailed description of the 

web application in its final version in form of a user guide is provided in chapter 5, while an 

online and live version of the user guide is made available through https://subsol-

http://subsol.euprojects.net/
https://subsol-handbook.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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handbook.readthedocs.io/en/latest/. Finally, conclusions are provided in the last section of 

the document. 

3 SUBSOL Web-based Knowledge Environment 

3.1 Conceptual Architecture 

The high level conceptual architecture of the SUBSOL Web-based Knowledge 

Environment is depicted in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 SUBSOL web-based knowledge environment conceptual architecture 

 

The lower part consists of the SUBSOL database that uses the common repository for 

storing and accessing all available information. The SUBSOL database is a unified 

database, serving both the Knowledge Base and the Marketplace, and is related with the 

description of SWS solutions, applications and data collected from pilot sites, related 

projects, publications etc. It is designed and implemented based on the MySQL RDBMS. 

Detailed information regarding the SUBSOL database schema is provided in section 3.2. 

https://subsol-handbook.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Information made available in the SUBSOL database is indexed taking into account the 

SUBSOL Thesaurus. The SUBSOL Thesaurus regards a taxonomy (provided in the form 

of a hierarchy – tree representation) where SWS concepts are represented and 

interconnected. The SUBSOL Thesaurus is complementary to the EIP-Water Thesaurus 

(http://www.eip-water.eu/glossary) that aims to facilitate collaboration for water innovation 

by establishing and highlighting recognised terminology and providing clear definitions for 

these as well as demonstrating the relationships between terms. Interoperability with the 

EIP-Water database marketplace may be realized through the development of a specific 

component (EIP Bridge) responsible for exchange of content among the SUBSOL and 

EIP-Water databases. In order to implement such an interconnection, an API announced 

by EIP-Water should be developed first. 

The SUBSOL database tables are accessed by Django1 modules as well as by CRUD 

(Create, Read, Update and Delete) Modules that support the production of specific views 

in the Knowledge Base or the Marketplace. CRUD Modules are developed to allow the 

management of the database from the front-end. This enables the editing of data from the 

front-end without allowing access to the site admin panel. Additionally, a set of customized 

applications based on the Django framework are provided. For instance, the end user is 

able to realise advanced pivot views of the underlying database. The pivot view is used to 

display aggregated or summarized values at the intersections of fields (columns) in the 

SWS database. Among other functions, the produced pivot tables can automatically sort, 

count, total or give the average of the data stored in one table, displaying the results in a 

second table showing the summarized data. Pivot tables are also useful for quickly 

creating unweighted cross tabulations. The user sets up and changes the summary's 

structure by selecting fields graphically. This "rotation" or pivoting of the summary table 

gives the concept its name. Detailed information regarding the functionality of the pivot 

tables upon the SWS database is provided in section 3.3. 

3.2 Database 

A full view of the SUBSOL database schema is depicted at 

of the Schema is included at the 

                                            
1. Django is an established free and open-source web framework, written in Python, which follows the model-
view-template (MVT) architectural pattern 

http://www.eip-water.eu/glossary
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Appendix A. The Knowledge Base (KB) stores all the data that is required for 

querying methods, technologies and case studies regarding advanced freshwater 

management in coastal areas utilizing fresh groundwater resources, as well as data for 

supporting the marketplace. 

3.2.1 Main elements 

The KB comprises the following main elements: 

SWS Solutions 

This element describes SWS measures and solutions for an advanced and sustainable 

groundwater resources management that allows for an enhanced protection and utilization 

of the freshwater resources in coastal areas. Solutions include innovative well and well 

field design, use of interception wells, Aquifer Storage (Transfer) and Recovery (ASR; 

ASTR) measures, and other Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) technologies used in 

brackish-saline aquifers. 

The various solutions are related to the following aspects: infiltration of freshwater, 

interception of brackish water, application of brackish water reverse osmosis (RO) and well 

type (horizontal wells, multiple partially penetrating wells (MPPWs), conventional ASR 

wells – recharge and recovery through one well, conventional production well). 

Objective of the solutions as well as water use (end users) are registered. Information on 

SWS building block, well type, capital costs for full implementation of the solution is also 

reported. SWS solutions are related to applicable tools that are used for implementing the 

specific measure as well as to applications and relevant publications of the measure with a 

cardinality of m:n. The repository of SWS Solutions includes 8 items. 

Reference applications 

Collected experiences, case studies and information for sustainable groundwater 

management in coastal areas is included in this element. The country (or countries in case 

of transnational applications) and NUTS 2 level regions of each application are registered 

to determine its location. Illustrations of configurations are included as well as the 

organisation that is responsible for the application. The regulations that are consistent with 

the specific application are reported. 

Applications may be related to projects and to the tools that have been used for each 

application with a cardinality of m:n. They are also related to specific SWS solutions. The 

cardinality of this relationship is of type many-to-many. Publications may also be related to 

a number of applications and vice-versa. The repository of reference applications includes 

18 items. 
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Toolbox 

The toolbox refers to products and services (PS) as well as tools that have been designed 

for the purposes of SWS implementation, e.g. online dashboards for real time data 

collection, visualization and analytics as well as tools to exploit linked data technologies or 

modeling tools giving an integrated approach to the system. A number of useful 

information related with a specific PS is recorded such as a short description of the tool 

and a link (URL) to external information. The license type of products is registered as well 

as the cost for commercial tools along with the level of readiness.  

PS are related to SWS solutions in which the PS are implemented and applications with 

cardinality m:n. They relate to the organisation that developed the PS with cardinality 1:n. 

PS relate to reference applications and publications with cardinality m:n. The toolbox 

includes 8 items. 

Regulations 

Regulations provide the legal framework under which the SWS solutions in applications 

are consistent with. The type of regulation is reported. Regulations are related to 

applications with cardinality 0:n and to publications with cardinality m:n. The repository of 

regulations includes 42 items. 

Publications 

Publications refer to MAR/SWS configurations as well as related applications, tools and 

regulations. The publication types (e.g. journal articles, books, project reports) are reported 

as well as the publication format (e.g. text, illustration, video). Publications are related to 

SWS solutions, applications, tools and regulations with cardinalities of m:n. The repository 

of publications and references includes 48 items. 

Related Projects 

Projects refer to relating EU and other projects implementing MAR/SWS techniques with 

the respective applications and PS stored in the Knowledge Base. Projects are related to 

reference applications with a cardinality of 0:n. The repository of related projects includes 

10 items. 

Regional assessments 

Regional assessments are referring to significant information that was collected on the 

target markets such as regulations and publications relevant only for specific countries. 

Regional assessments are related to regulations and publications.  

3.2.2 Complementing elements 

Complementing data collected in these main categories are additional data that will be 

stored in the SUBSOL Knowledge Base. Only minimal information regarding these data 
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categories will be required which is related to the main entities. Below there are indicative 

reference of some of the complementing elements of each data category. 

Organisations 

Organisations are legal entities including public authorities, companies etc. that are 

responsible for implementing solutions in specific applications or have developed and own 

specific tools. The legal entities may be responsible for one or more applications and/or 

may be the owner of tools reported in the Knowledge Base. Organisations are related to 

tools, applications and projects as well as to specific people. 

People 

These are professionals or stakeholders or persons of an organisation with an interest in 

applying MAR and SWS techniques. They may be part of an organisation and the people 

involved in the development of a product or may have worked in a related project. They 

may also be related to a specific application. 

Illustrations 

Illustrations of images or schematic representations of solutions or of application 

configurations will be collected in formats suitable for publishing over the web as well as 

associated metadata such as legend or source. Illustrations are related to SWS solutions, 

applications and tools with a cardinality of 0:n. 
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Figure 2 SUBSOL SWS knowledge base Schema 

 

3.3 Customized applications for the Knowledge Base 

As mentioned at the description of the SUBSOL conceptual Architecture, SWS tables are 

accessed by a set of applications in several ways. The most common way is through 

CRUD Modules that accesses directly the underlying data depending on the assigned 

permissions and the data privacy policy applied by the administrator. In case of 

interoperability with third party systems, a specific Rest API supports the exchange of data 

with external data structures in a controlled and secure way. Additionally, for the needs of 

this project, the functionality of the Django framework is utilized. Django is capable to 

support complex database-driven websites and comes with an object-relational mapper 

(ORM) that mediates between database tables and classes in the Python programming 

language. Django provides extra functionality capable to support highly editable and 

customizable modules.  

Given the capabilities of the Django framework, a number of modules have been 

developed complementing the selected CMS. These modules may cover advanced search 

capabilities including approximate string matching, various listings and ordering of 

information and summarizing information through pivot tables. A pivot table is a generic 
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tool which summarizes information from several other tables and can be applied on any 

class of the Knowledge Base. It has the ability to collect information that spans across 

several database tables. The most common use of a pivot table is to sum up the number 

of objects (e.g. projects, measures, products) that match specific criteria. The results can 

be linked with list and detail pages navigating the user to more detailed information. 

CRUD Modules provide the capacity for creating user friendly User Interface forms 

accessing database tables. CRUD Modules applied on an SWS database do not produce 

static scripts which would become outdated after the modification of the schema of the 

underlying database, but instead they use directly the SWS database abstraction layer that 

can be easily updated whenever it is needed. One of the major requirements for the under 

development CRUD Modules is their ability to be easily customized. For example, an 

administrator may select if a form field representing a database table field should be 

provided with search/insert/update capabilities. Additional characteristics of the field can 

be easily specified, such as its content format (numeric, alphabetic, e-mail, URL etc.), the 

user control element (textbox, dropdown menu etc.) and possible relations to other tables 

(foreign key support). Some included features cover forms/data grids 

generation/customization, file uploading, master/detail views, duplication checking, 

authentication, granular permissions, integration with external user/group/password lists, 

email alerts and pre-defined/custom validation rules. 

However, CRUD Modules do not offer the complete administration of a database, but 

rather to allow the creation of a customizable and user friendly database access for getting 

data for specific views of the Knowledge base. The target of CRUD Modules is to delegate 

parts of the data management functionality to the final user instead of assigning it to the 

DB administrator. 

3.4 SUBSOL Marketplace 

The SUBSOL marketplace aims at (i) providing base information for SWS projects, 

solutions and technologies and (ii) promoting innovative subsurface water management 

solutions to interested parties and facilitating their adoption in the market. In a nutshell, as 

all marketplaces, it aims to connect SWS experts, researchers, business stakeholders and 

policy makers through the Internet. It regards a platform that enables individuals as well as 

business to either list their solutions on the marketplace platform or leverage the platform 

and its services (search, viewing product information, contacting interested parties etc.).  

The basic content types that are supported by the SUBSOL marketplace include: 

 Applicable Tools: refers to products and services (PS) as well as tools that have 

been designed for the purposes of SWS implementation. It regards one of the main 

content types in the marketplace, given that the provided tools are exposed to any 

interested party for potential adoption. The idea is to provide details for innovative 

products/services that may be adopted and replicated by other users, as well as 
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products that are already available or close to the market. Products being at any 

technology reediness level will be accepted. 

 Projects: Provides information regarding relevant projects in the domain of SWS. It 

refers to ongoing, completed or even future projects and provides short description 

per project along with references to sources where elaborated information per 

project can be accessed.  

 Subsurface Water Solutions: it provides information regarding the design, 

deployment and validation of novel subsurface water solutions. The idea is to 

provide details for existing technologies that may be adopted and, in many cases, 

associated with the supported applicable tools. 

 Reference Applications: Provides description of collected experiences, case studies 

already implemented along with available results. Such reference applications may 

refer to implementations in the framework of specific projects 

The categories of the users supported by the marketplace include: 

 Marketplace administrator, able to add/modify content in any of the available 

content types. Additionally, he is responsible to accept or reject membership 

requests from other stakeholders that will give them privileged access to the 

system. 

 Organization/enterprise representative, responsible for providing information 

regarding tools, projects, subsurface water solutions and products on behalf of an 

organization/enterprise. This user is considered as owner of the provided item 

within the platform. He has privileged access to a set of forms enabling him the 

upload of new content. 

 Simple user, able to register, has access to the available content, has access to 

personalized functionality (myMarketPlace) and declares interest for 

products/solutions etc. 

 

The set of basic functionalities provided to end users through the marketplace, include the 

following: 

 Access to information regarding Applicable Tools, Related Projects, SWS Solutions 

and Reference Applications.  

 Express interest for a specific item, through sending a message via the online 

platform to the owner of the product/solution and requesting detailed information. 

The owner is notified accordingly upon a request and bidirectional communication 

channels are established.   

 View a personalized page “myMarketPlace” including a set of items for which the 

user has expressed interest, as well as overall statistics with the available items in 

the marketplace. 
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 View recently updated items as well as list of favourite items in the main page of the 

marketplace. 

 Explore information through pivot tables which collect information from several 

database tables. 

 View lists from all main data categories such as Applicable Tools, Related Projects, 

SWS Solutions and Reference Applications. 

 Apply filters, narrowing down the selection. Filters will apply on list of records from a 

specific data category. As an example, the user will be able to filter out those 

projects which include a specific term in their name or description or list of 

keywords. 

 Display detail pages for every item of any data category. The provided information 

will include a) all properties of the item, b) relations to other items, c) illustrations of 

the item (if applicable and available) and d) the location of the item on the map (if 

georeferenced). 

 Navigate directly from the detail page of an item to the detail page of related items 

following the provided links. 

 Show georeferenced data such as case studies on a map. Users will be able to 

identify items located in a specific region by using common map operations such as 

pan and zoom. By clicking on an item on the map, a box with additional information 

regarding the item will appear on the screen, including a link that would navigate the 

user to the item’s detail page. 

 Modify personalized data from profile page, including topics of interest  

With regards to the Organization/enterprise representatives, the following additional 

functionalities are provided: 

 Management of the associated organization profile. 

 View and manage content provided by the organization/enterprise, such as people 

associated with the organization/enterprise, products and services provided, case 

studies, projects to which the organization has participated, and topics related with 

the legal entity. 

 Communicate/Interact with users having expressed interest for the organizations’ 

products and solutions. 

 Examine through the platform descriptive analytics that detail the visits and 

popularity of a product they own or a service they offer. 

 Have access as end user and organization representative view. In the latter case, 

they can easily add and modify content through a user interface that is similar to the 

one developed for the SUBSOL Knowledge Base. 

It should be noted that administrators have full and unrestricted access to all content in the 

SUBSOL KE and are responsible for the user management. 
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4 Alignment and Interoperability with EIP-Water Marketplace 

An important requirement towards the design and implementation of the SUBSOL web-

based knowledge environment is its interoperability with the EIP Water marketplace 

(http://www.eip-water.eu/). The European Innovation Partnership on Water (EIP Water) is 

an initiative within the EU 2020 Innovation Union facilitating the development of innovative 

solutions to address major European and global water challenges. At the same time, the 

EIP Water supports the creation of market opportunities for these innovations, both inside 

and outside of Europe. The interoperability of EIP Water with SUBSOL concerns mainly 

the exchange of content regarding projects as well as successful implementations 

between the two marketplaces, given that the SUBSOL marketplace focuses specifically 

on subsurface water solutions.  

In order to achieve such interoperability, modeling of information across the marketplaces 

has to be unified, while a set of data exchange formats, protocols and procedures has to 

be defined. Modeling of information has been done in alignment to the already defined and 

evolving glossary and the associated thesaurus used in the EIP Water marketplace. The 

thesaurus aims to facilitate collaboration for water innovation by establishing and 

highlighting recognised terminology and providing clear definitions for these as well as 

demonstrating the relationships between terms. The EIP Water glossary is freely 

accessible at http://vocabulary.eip-water.eu/. This glossary is going to be extended based 

on terms applicable to subsurface water solutions.  

In order to establish compatibility, the following steps were taken:  

1. Mapping EIP Water classes and properties to the corresponding elements in 

SUBSOL. The following three main data categories were considered: a) Legal 

Entities (Organisations), b) Tools – Products and Services and c) Projects (Case 

studies) 

2. Adjusting SUBSOL elements to those of EIP Water. Only mandatory properties in 

both sides were considered as these are important to establish compatibility. 

It should be noted that EIP Water marketplace uses a thesaurus management system 

called PoolParty and a Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) editor including 

text analysis functionalities and Linked Data capabilities. PoolParty is based on Solr that 

supports distributed indexing, replication and load-balanced querying functionalities. When 

EIP admin users introduce to the EIP Water marketplace raw text regarding water 

management solutions, the introduced material is automatically indexed and faceted 

through the PoolParty system and is ready to be searched by the EIP Water marketplace 

User Interface.  

Indexing of the available information in SUBSOL is based on the knowledge management 

infrastructure that is developed by the SUBSOL partners (based on the SUBSOL 

http://www.eip-water.eu/
http://ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-union/index_en.cfm?pg=why
http://vocabulary.eip-water.eu/
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thesaurus and Solr engine for indexing) as well as on the available glossary and searching 

functionalities based on the indexing results provided by the EIP-Water marketplace.  

Based on discussions made with EIP Water marketplace representatives, it was envisaged 

that EIP Water marketplace will expose a specific Restful API in order to permit content 

exchange between the two marketplaces. This was not implemented by EIP Water until 

now, due to changes in their Secretariat, and this link is expected to be performed after the 

project lifetime. 

5 User guide 

The user guide in this section describes the main functionalities provided through the 

SUBSOL Knowledge Environment (SUBSOL KE). It focuses on the basic actions required 

by end users for populating the Knowledge Base (KB) with data from the following main 

categories: 

 SWS Tools, Solutions, Applications of SWS (Case studies) and Projects 

 Publications and Regulations 

 People, Working groups and Organisations 

The SUBSOL KE has been designed as a system that addresses the requirements of a 

web-based knowledge environment (D3.1) and the Online SWS Platform that will serve as 

a virtual marketplace (D3.3) in an integrated way. The present part of the document aims 

to provide a guidance through the main functionalities supported by the various tools. 

Detailed and continuously updated documentation is also made available through 

https://subsol-handbook.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.  

One part of the functionality of the system comprises user and data management 

operations such as CRUD operations (create, read, update and delete) which are applied 

to all relevant data categories. This functionality is accessible only to authorized users. 

Another part is open and freely accessible to visitors including lists and pivot tables per 

data category and full-text search throughout the Knowledge Base. 

The SUBSOL KE currently lives under the URL: http://subsol-data.euprojects.net. Its 

homepage is shown in Figure 3. 

 

https://subsol-handbook.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
http://subsol-data.euprojects.net/
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Figure 3: Homepage of the SUBSOL Knowledge Environment 

 

The homepage is devided into four sections:  

1. The header of the page comprises the SUBSOL logo, the title/subtitle of the website 

and the main menu, which is adjusted dynamically, based on the user’s privileges. 

2. The main area of the page providing useful information on components of SUBSOL 

KE including the Marketplace and SWS Tools and links to their pages 

3. A pane on the right side of the page showing an SWS tool or reference application. 

A different one is retrieved from the database and rendered into the page each time 

the page is requested. 

4. The footer providing links to additional information including terms used in this 

website, contact information and the link to the Rest API pages providing access 

the content of the SUBSOL KE. 
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5.1 Populating the Knowledge Base 

5.1.1 User authentication 

Populating the Knowledge Base is permitted only to authorized users. User credentials 

can be provided by Ubitech2. Authorized users can have access to restricted functionality 

by selecting Log in from the top menu. The login form appears as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Login form 

5.1.2 Data management 

Upon successful login, the user is navigated to the dashboard of SUBSOL KE (Figure 5). 

                                            
2 Contact Anastasios Zafeiropoulos, azafeiropoulos@ubitech.eu 
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Figure 5: The dashboard of the SUBSOL KE 

On the left sidebar, the data categories relevant for data entry are presented, summarized 

in Table 1. 

Table 1: Main data categories in the SUBSOL KE 

Name Description 

Applications Applied configurations of MAR and SWS techniques 

SWS 
Solutions 

Measures and solutions for advanced and sustainable water resources 
management that allows for an enhanced protection & utilization of the 
freshwater resources in coastal areas. Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) 
technologies and Subsurface Water Solutions (SWS). 

Projects Project implementing MAR/SWS techniques. The project is linked with relevant 
applications and tools.  

Publications Issued publications that refer to MAR / SWS configurations as well as related 
applications of SWS Solutions, applications, tools and regulations. 

Regulations The legal framework under which applications of measures are consistent with 
and the publications they are referenced to. 

Products & 
Services 

Products & Services that have been designed for the purposes of MAR/SWS 
implementation 

Data Provider Users who have contributed to populating the Knowledge Base 

Working 
Groups 

People working together in projects 

People Persons who have an interest in SWS knowledge 

Organisations A legal entity (authority, company, organisation etc.) that is responsible for 
implementing SWS Solutionsin specific applications or owns specific tools. 

Regional 
assessments 

Collections of country or region-specific regulations and documents. 
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By selecting one of the above categories, a page listing all records stored in the KB of the 

specific category is displayed (see example for SWS Solutions in Figure 6). Each record 

comprises an overview of the main information including links to detailed information.  

 

 

Figure 6: SWS Solutions main page 

 

By pressing the bin icon (  ) of a record, this leads to its removal from the KB. By 

pressing on the pen icon (  ), the user is navigated to the edit page of the specific record 

(see example in Figure 7). Changes in the edit page are saved by pressing the save icon 

(  ). 

New records can be added to the KB by clicking on the +CREATE NEW button. 
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Figure 7: Example for the edit page 

 

At the top of the page a number of buttons are listed which are associated with related 

lookup tables (see also section 5.1.3). By pressing on a button, the user is navigated to the 

respective web page and can inspect the options for this data category (see example in 

Figure 8).  
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Figure 8: Example for the page of a Lookup table 

 

Special pages have been develped to implement many-to-many relationships between 

entities in the KB such as between Reference Applications and Scales as shown in the 

example in Figure 9. In this case a number of scales can be associated to a specific 

measure. The scales already associated are listed under “Associated Items”. To add 

another scale, one has to select it from the pull-down menu under “List of Unassociated 

Items” and press the Add icon (  ). By pressing the bin icon (  ) a selection can be 

undone. 
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Figure 9: Example of a page enabling the association of multiple scales to a reference application 

5.1.3 Lookup tables 

A number of data categories are considered as fundamental within the SUBSOL KE and 

should not be modified by the user. Such datasets, listed in tables are called Lookup 

tables and change very slowly over time or they do not change at all. For example, the list 

of countries falls in this category. Other data refer to Lookup tables (e.g. a case study is 

located in a specific country), while lookup tables themselves usually do not have any 

reference to other information. For this reason, these are the first information to be 

collected when building a database.  

 

 

Lookup tables are already pre-filled in the SUBSOL KB and should not be 
modified by the user 

 

In the SUBSOL KE the following Lookup tables are already pre-filled with data: 
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Table 2: Lookup tables in the KB 

Name Description 

Application Scale  The scale in which SWS measures have been applied 

Country  Country within which the application is located 

Cycle Duration  The duration of the aquifer recharge configuration 

Final Use  Final use of measures (e.g. irrigation) 

Freshwater Abstraction Rate  The abstraction rate of freshwater for aquifer recharge 

Freshwater Infiltration Volume  The volume of water used for infiltration techniques 

Legal Entity Type  The type of a legal entity (authority, company, organisation 
etc.) that is responsible for implementing measures in specific 
applications or owns specific tools. 

License Type  The license type of the tools (commercial, open source) 

Measure Costs  Range of costs for the related measure 

Measure Type  Classification of the measure types to address the challenges 
of freshwater resources management in coastal areas 

NUTS  NUTS within which the application is located 

Objective  Measure objectives (e.g. water quality management) 

Publication Format  Publication format, e.g. Video, illustration, presentation, text, 
other 

Publication Type  Types of publications, such as journal, book, project report, 
scientific article, grey literature, website, guideline, learning 
material, tutorial, guide 

Recharge  Method of recharge that is applied (e.g. induced infiltration, 
percolation, well injection) 

Recovery Efficiency  The fraction of the injected water that can be recovered with a 
certain accepted quality 

Recovery Process  The way the stored water is recovered (e.g. through motor-
driven pumps, hand pumps, dug wells) 

Regulation Type  The type of the legal framework under which the applications 
of measures are consistent with, e.g. EU directive, national 
legislation etc. 

Scale  Operational scales of measures 

Source  Sources that influence measures (e.g. river water) 

Subsurface Process  The processes that take place in the subsurface (e.g. 
unsaturated & saturated flow, storage, treatment, reversal of 
hydraulic gradient) 

Technology Readiness  Technology readiness level giving an estimate of the 
technology maturity of the related tool 

Treatment  Pre-treatment steps applied prior to infiltration as well as and 
post-treatment of the recovered water 

WG Status  Working group status 

WG Type Working group type 
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5.2 Navigating through the Knowledge Base 

By selecting Knowledge Base from the main menu, the user can select one of the main 

data categories of SUBSOL KE and navigate to its list page. List pages include a list of all 

records of the data category and their main properties in form of a table. The user may 

switch between the table view (Figure 10) and the image view (Figure 11) in case there 

are illustrations available for elements of the specific data category. In case of a large 

number of objects the table is divided in pages and full-text search may be applied upon 

the list entries. The title of the columns corresponds to the names of the class properties. 

As this page provides only a list of the object properties, long textual information is 

truncated. 

 

 

Figure 10: Table view of the SWS solutions list page 
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Figure 11: Image view of SWS solutions 

 

When the user clicks on a row he is navigated to the detail page of the specific record. 

SUBSOL KE retrieves all available data related to this record, organizing them by data 

type in the following categories: Numbers (Integer, Real), Boolean variables, Textual 

information, URLs, Geographic data, Illustrations and Relationships (one-to-many, many-

to-many). The page is then rendered according to the identified information (see Figure 

12). Relationships are listed in categories with the name of the related object as hyperlink. 

By clicking on the name, the user is navigated to the detail page of the related object. 
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Figure 12: Example of a detail page 
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5.3 Searching for data 

There are several ways to search for data in SUBSOL KE: a) using pivot tables, b) through 

full-text search c) through advanced search and d) using the Rest API. 

A pivot table summarizes information from several other tables and can be applied on any 

data category. By selecting a data category from the pivot menu, a pivot table of this class 

appears. Each one of the two dimensions of the table is associated with a property 

selected from the pull-down menus. Columns and rows represent the values of lookup 

tables associated with the selected properties. In the cells of the pivot table numbers are 

displayed representing the stored items that match both property values specified by the 

line and the column of the cell. By clicking on a cell the user is navigated to further pages 

(list page, detail page) providing detailed information on these items. The example in 

Figure 13 gives the number of reference applications having objectives as given in the 1st 

column and at the same time their sources are given in the 1st row. The pivot table has the 

ability to collect information that span across several tables.  

 

Figure 13: Example of a pivot table 

Next to pivot tables, the Knowledge Base provides full search functionality to all kinds of 

stored textual information. This includes names of entities, classes, descriptions, etc. The 
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search algorithm applies approximate string matching, i.e. finding strings within a longer 

text that match a given keyword approximately. The results are presented by data 

category as an excerpt of the text in which the given keyword has been encountered, 

along with the names of the relevant object and property including a link to the object’s 

detail page (see Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 14: Results of a search operation 

 

The advanced search capability of SUBSOL KE takes into account the structure of each 

data category. It offers to the user the possibility to create queries combining any attribute 

of the requested and related data categories. Additionally, a human readable formulation 

of the query and the corresponding number of retrieved records are displayed at all times 

(see Figure 15). By clicking on the button Show me the user is navigated to a page listing 

the results of the query. 
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Figure 15: Advanced search page 

 

Finally, The SUBSOL KE is supported by a REST API that allows retrieving data from the 

Knowledge Base. It is powered by the Django REST framework that comes with a web 

browsable API. No user authentication is required as only GET (read-only) operations are 

supported.  

The root web page of the API shown in Figure 16 is: http://subsol-data.euprojects.net/api/ 

http://subsol-data.euprojects.net/api/
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Figure 16: Root page of the Web API 

All information is provided in two different formats: In web browsable HTML format and in 

JSON format 

6 Conclusions 

This document provides details regarding the design and the implementation of the 

SUBSOL web-based knowledge environment. It focuses on: a) the design of the 

conceptual architecture of the web-based knowledge environment, b) the development of 

a stable conceptual data model, consistent with the one of EIP-Water, c) the main 

functionalities of the application d) details for the implementation choices and e) a user 

guide for the SUBSOL KE. 
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Appendix A 

SWS database schema 
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I Entities 

 

I.1  

I.1.1 List of entities 

Name Comment 

application Applied configurations of MAR and SWS techniques 

application_scale Application scales, such as Laboratory, Modeling, Pilot or Full. 

country Country within which the case study is located. 

cycle_duration The duration of the aquifer recharge configuration 

final_use Final use of measures (e.g. irrigation) 

freshwater_abstract

ion_rate 

The abstraction rate of freshwater for aquifer recharge 

freshwater_infiltratio

n_volume 

The volume of water used for infiltration techniques. 

illustration Metadata of an image or schematic representation of the measure 

or of the case study configuration. 

legal_entity_type Lega entity types, such as GOV: Government Organisation NGO: 

Non Governmental Organsiation NPO: Non Profit Organisation 

RTO: Research and Technology Organsiation SME: Small and 

Medium Enterprise (up to 250 employees) COM: Enterprise and 

Large Enterprise (from 250 employees) 

license_type The license type of the tools (commercial, open source, etc.) 

measure Measures and solutions for advanced and sustainable water 

resources management that allows for an enhanced protection and 

utilization of the freshwater resources in coastal areas. Managed 

Aquifer Recharge (MAR) technologies and Subsurface Water 

Solutions (SWS). 

measure_costs Range of costs for the related resilience measure 

objective Measure objectives (e.g. water quality management) 

organisation A legal entity (authority, company, organisation etc.) that is 

responsible for implementing measures in specific case studies or 
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owns specific tools. 

Person People of the organisation that are involved in the implementation of 

an application or a project 

post_treatment Treatment after recovery / abstraction 

pre_treatment Treatment before infiltration 

product_service Products, services and tools that have been designed for the 

purposes of MAR/SWS implementation.  

project Project implementing MAR/SWS techniques. The project is linked 

with relevant case studies and tools.  

publication Issued publications that refer to MAR / SWS configurations as well 

as related applications of measures, case studies, tools and 

regulations. 

publication_format The publication format, e.g. Video, Illustration, Presentation, Text, 

Other 

publication_type Types of publications, such as Journal, Book, Project Report, 

Scientific Article, Grey Literature, Website, Guideline, Learning 

material, Tutorial, Guide.  

regional_assessme

nt 

Information collected on the target markets such as regulations and 

publications relevant only for specific countries 

regulation The legal framework under which applications of measures are 

consistent with and the publications they are referenced to. 

regulation_type The type of the legal framework under which the applications of 

measures are consistent with, e.g. EU directive, national legislation 

etc. 

source Sources that influence measures (e.g. river water) 

technology_readine

ss 

Technology readiness level giving an estimate of the technology 

maturity of the related tool. 

Term Keywords, the description of which appear as tooltip in the website 

topics Set of keywords denoting the main topics tackled by a working 

group 

well_type Type of well for the implementation of the SWS solution (e.g. 

horizontal well, multiple partially penetrating well, conventional ASR 
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well) 

wg_status Status of the working group (e.g. active, inactive) 

wg_type Type of the working group (e.g. research, marketing, business-

oriented, standardization) 

working_group Working group created for tackling a specific 

research/implementation issue 

 

I.1.2 application 

I.1.2.1 Description 

Applied configurations of MAR and SWS techniques 

I.1.2.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

application_id  Serial X 

title Title of the entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text X 

start_implemen

tation 

Begin date of the application (case 

study) implementation 

Date  

duration Days required for the installation and 

commissioning of the tool(s) and/or 

measure(s). 

Integer  

keywords Comma-separated keywords Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

 

url URL providing further information 

about this entity 

Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

 

location Geometry of the location (area or 

single point giving the approximate 

location of the case study). OGC 

WKB/WKT format is to be used. 

Geometry  
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key_lessons Brief textual description of the key 

lessons learned from the case study 

Text  

timestamp Date in which this record has been 

updated. This is read-only information 

and will be automatically set by the 

DB. 

Date & Time X 

 

I.1.2.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

measure application is applied in 0,n applies 0,n   

application project is part of 0,n is 

demonstrated 

by 

0,n   

application publication is 

documented 

by 

0,n refers to 0,n   

application product_ser

vice 

uses 0,n is applied 0,n   

regulation application is applied in 0,n implements/is 

consistent 

with 

0,n   

illustration application shows 0,1 depicted by 0,n   

organisati

on 

application is responsible 

for 

0,n is 

implemented 

by 

0,n   

application country is located 

within 

0,n hosts 0,n   
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application source has 0,n supplies 0,n   

objective application applies to  0,n has 0,n   

final_use application benefit from 0,n has 0,n   

post_treat

ment 

application applies to 0,n undergoes 0,n   

freshwater

_abstracti

on_rate 

application applied to 0,n has 0,1   

cycle_dur

ation 

application applies to 0,n has 0,1   

freshwater

_infiltratio

n_volume 

application used by 0,n has 0,1   

Person application works on 0,n related with 0,n   

application application

_scale 

has 1,n applies to 0,n X  

well_type application  0,n  0,1   

pre_treat

ment 

application applies to 0,n undergoes 0,n   

application building_bl

ock 

 0,n  0,n   

 

I.1.3 application_scale 

I.1.3.1 Description 

Application scales, such as Laboratory, Modeling, Pilot or Full. 

I.1.3.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

application_sc

ale_id 

 Integer X 
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name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.3.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

application application

_scale 

has 1,n applies to 0,n X  

 

I.1.4 building_block 

I.1.4.1 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

building_block

_id 

 Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.4.2 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 
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measure building_bl

ock 

 0,n  0,n   

application building_bl

ock 

 0,n  0,n   

 

I.1.5 country 

I.1.5.1 Description 

Country within which the case study is located. 

I.1.5.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

code ISO 3166 two letter country code Characters (2) X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

 

I.1.5.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

application country is located 

within 

0,n hosts 0,n   

country regional_as

sessment 

has 0,n refers to 0,1   

Person country has 

nationality 

0,1 is related to 0,n   

country regulation  0,n  0,1   
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I.1.6 cycle_duration 

I.1.6.1 Description 

The duration of the aquifer recharge configuration 

I.1.6.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

cycle_duration

_id 

 Integer X 

rangeval A range of values Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.6.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

cycle_dur

ation 

application applies to 0,n has 0,1   

 

I.1.7 final_use 

I.1.7.1 Description 

Final use of measures (e.g. irrigation) 

I.1.7.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

final_use_id  Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 
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description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.7.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

final_use measure benefit from 0,n has 1,n  X 

final_use application benefit from 0,n has 0,n   

 

I.1.8 freshwater_abstraction_rate 

I.1.8.1 Description 

The abstraction rate of freshwater for aquifer recharge 

I.1.8.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

freshwater_abs

traction_rate_i

d 

 Integer X 

rangeval A range of values Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.8.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand
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nality nality atory atory 

freshwater

_abstracti

on_rate 

application applied to 0,n has 0,1   

 

I.1.9 freshwater_infiltration_volume 

I.1.9.1 Description 

The volume of water used for infiltration techniques. 

I.1.9.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

freshwater_infil

tration_volume

_id 

 Integer X 

rangeval A range of values Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.9.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

freshwater

_infiltratio

n_volume 

application used by 0,n has 0,1   

 

I.1.10 illustration 

I.1.10.1 Description 

Metadata of an image or schematic representation of the measure or of the case study configuration. 
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I.1.10.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

illustration_id  Serial X 

filename Filename of the illuatration. Valid file 

formats are all formats supported by 

web browsers, such as png, jpeg, gif 

etc. 

Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

caption Caption of the illustration of the 

measure 

Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

X 

source Reference of the image source Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

X 

is_default  Boolean  

 

I.1.10.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

illustration measure shows 0,1 depicted by 0,n   

illustration application shows 0,1 depicted by 0,n   

product_s

ervice 

illustration depicted by 0,n shows 0,1   

publication illustration depicted by 0,n shows 0,1   

project illustration depicted by 0,n shows 0,1   
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I.1.11 legal_entity_type 

I.1.11.1 Description 

Lega entity types, such as GOV: Government Organisation NGO: Non Governmental Organsiation NPO: 

Non Profit Organisation RTO: Research and Technology Organsiation SME: Small and Medium Enterprise 

(up to 250 employees) COM: Enterprise and Large Enterprise (from 250 employees) 

I.1.11.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

abbreviation  Variable 

characters (10) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text X 

 

I.1.11.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

legal_entit

y_type 

organisatio

n 

may have 0,n is of 1,1  X 

 

I.1.12 license_type 

I.1.12.1 Description 

The license type of the tools (commercial, open source, etc.) 

I.1.12.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

license_type_i

d 

 Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 
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description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.12.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

license_ty

pe 

product_ser

vice 

applies to 0,n is provided 

with 

0,1   

 

I.1.13 measure 

I.1.13.1 Description 

Measures and solutions for advanced and sustainable water resources management that allows for an 

enhanced protection and utilization of the freshwater resources in coastal areas. Managed Aquifer Recharge 

(MAR) technologies and Subsurface Water Solutions (SWS). 

I.1.13.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

measure_id  Serial X 

title Title of the entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text X 

synonyms Comma separated synonyms of the 

term 

Variable 

characters (255) 

 

timestamp Date in which this record has been 

updated. This is read-only information 

and will be automatically set by the 

DB. 

Date & Time X 
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I.1.13.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

measure application is applied in 0,n applies 0,n   

measure publication is 

documented 

by 

0,n refers to 0,n   

illustration measure shows 0,1 depicted by 0,n   

objective measure applies to 0,n has 0,n   

final_use measure benefit from 0,n has 1,n  X 

measure product_ser

vice 

uses 0,n is applied in 0,n   

measure_

costs 

measure spent for 0,n costs 0,n   

well_type measure applies to 0,n is of 0,1   

measure building_bl

ock 

 0,n  0,n   

 

I.1.14 measure_costs 

I.1.14.1 Description 

Range of costs for the related resilience measure 

I.1.14.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

measure_costs

_id 

 Integer X 
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rangeval A range of values Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

 

I.1.14.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

measure_

costs 

measure spent for 0,n costs 0,n   

 

I.1.15 objective 

I.1.15.1 Description 

Measure objectives (e.g. water quality management) 

I.1.15.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

objective_id  Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.15.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 
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objective measure applies to 0,n has 0,n   

objective application applies to  0,n has 0,n   

 

I.1.16 organisation 

I.1.16.1 Description 

A legal entity (authority, company, organisation etc.) that is responsible for implementing measures in 

specific case studies or owns specific tools. 

I.1.16.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

organisation_id  Serial X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text X 

contact_person Name of the contact person of the 

entity 

Variable 

characters (255) 

 

address Postal address of the contact person 

of the entity 

Variable 

characters (255) 

 

phone Phone of the contact person of the 

entity 

Variable 

characters (255) 

 

email Email of the contact person of the 

entity 

Variable 

characters (255) 

 

url URL providing further information 

about this entity 

Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

 

 

I.1.16.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 
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Cardi

nality 

Cardi

nality 

Mand

atory 

Mand

atory 

organisati

on 

product_ser

vice 

offers 0,n belongs to 0,n   

organisati

on 

application is responsible 

for 

0,n is 

implemented 

by 

0,n   

legal_entit

y_type 

organisatio

n 

may have 0,n is of 1,1  X 

Person organisatio

n 

belongs to 0,1 has 0,n   

project organisatio

n 

 0,1  0,n   

 

I.1.17 Person 

I.1.17.1 Description 

People of the organisation that are involved in the implementation of an application or a project 

I.1.17.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

people_id  Serial X 

first_name  Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

last_name  Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

email Email of the contact person of the 

entity 

Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

title Title of the entity Variable 

characters (255) 

 

gender  Integer  

username  Variable  
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characters (255) 

 

I.1.17.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Person organisatio

n 

belongs to 0,1 has 0,n   

project Person related with 0,n works on 0,n   

Person application works on 0,n related with 0,n   

Person working_gr

oup 

member of 0,n consists of 0,n   

Person country has 

nationality 

0,1 is related to 0,n   

 

I.1.18 post_treatment 

I.1.18.1 Description 

Treatment after recovery / abstraction 

I.1.18.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

post_treatment

_id 

 Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  
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I.1.18.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

post_treat

ment 

application applies to 0,n undergoes 0,n   

 

I.1.19 pre_treatment 

I.1.19.1 Description 

Treatment before infiltration 

I.1.19.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

pre_treatment_

id 

 Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.19.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

pre_treat

ment 

application applies to 0,n undergoes 0,n   
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I.1.20 product_service 

I.1.20.1 Description 

Tools that have been designed for the purposes of MAR/SWS implementation.  

I.1.20.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

tool_id  Serial X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text X 

keywords Comma-separated keywords Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

 

url URL providing further information 

about this entity 

Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

 

version Optional field, relevant to software 

tools 

Variable 

characters (20) 

 

costs  Float  

update_data Date to which the given tool data refer 

(e.g. version, costs, etc.) 

Date  

timestamp Date in which this record has been 

updated. This is read-only information 

and will be automatically set by the 

DB. 

Date & Time X 

 

I.1.20.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand
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nality nality atory atory 

publication product_ser

vice 

refers to 0,n is 

documented 

by 

0,n   

application product_ser

vice 

uses 0,n is applied 0,n   

organisati

on 

product_ser

vice 

offers 0,n belongs to 0,n   

license_ty

pe 

product_ser

vice 

applies to 0,n is provided 

with 

0,1   

measure product_ser

vice 

uses 0,n is applied in 0,n   

technolog

y_readine

ss 

product_ser

vice 

applies to 0,n has 0,1   

product_s

ervice 

illustration depicted by 0,n shows 0,1   

 

I.1.21 project 

I.1.21.1 Description 

Project implementing MAR/SWS techniques. The project is linked with relevant case studies and tools.  

I.1.21.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

project_id  Serial X 

title Title of the entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text X 

funded_by Name of the funding body of the 

project 

Variable 

characters (255) 

 

budget Budget of the project Float  
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url URL providing further information 

about this entity 

Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

 

start_date  Date  

end_date  Date  

 

I.1.21.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

application project is part of 0,n is 

demonstrated 

by 

0,n   

project Person related with 0,n works on 0,n   

project organisatio

n 

 0,1  0,n   

project illustration depicted by 0,n shows 0,1   

 

I.1.22 publication 

I.1.22.1 Description 

Issued publications that refer to MAR / SWS configurations as well as related applications of measures, case 

studies, tools and regulations. 

I.1.22.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

publication_id  Serial X 

authors Authors/owner of the publication Variable 

characters (255) 

X 
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title Title of the entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

publisher Name of the publisher Variable 

characters (255) 

 

year Year of the publication Integer  

url URL providing further information 

about this entity 

Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

 

keywords Comma-separated keywords Variable 

characters 

(1023) 

 

abstract Abstract of the publication Text  

 

I.1.22.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

application publication is 

documented 

by 

0,n refers to 0,n   

measure publication is 

documented 

by 

0,n refers to 0,n   

publication product_ser

vice 

refers to 0,n is 

documented 

by 

0,n   

publication regulation refers to 0,n is 

documented 

by 

0,n   
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publication

_type 

publication applies to 0,n is of 1,1  X 

publication

_format 

publication applies to 0,n has 1,1  X 

publication illustration depicted by 0,n shows 0,1   

regional_a

ssessment 

publication  0,n  0,n   

 

I.1.23 publication_format 

I.1.23.1 Description 

The publication format, e.g. Video, Illustration, Presentation, Text, Other 

I.1.23.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

publication_for

mat_id 

 Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.23.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

publication

_format 

publication applies to 0,n has 1,1  X 
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I.1.24 publication_type 

I.1.24.1 Description 

Types of publications, such as Journal, Book, Project Report, Scientific Article, Grey Literature, Website, 

Guideline, Tutorial, Guide. 

I.1.24.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

publication_typ

e_id 

 Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.24.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

publication

_type 

publication applies to 0,n is of 1,1  X 

 

I.1.25 regional_assessment 

I.1.25.1 Description 

Information collected on the target markets such as regulations and publications relevant only for specific 

countries 

I.1.25.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

regional_asses

sment_id 

 Integer X 
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name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.25.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

country regional_as

sessment 

has 0,n refers to 0,1   

regional_a

ssessment 

regulation  0,n  0,n   

regional_a

ssessment 

publication  0,n  0,n   

 

I.1.26 regulation 

I.1.26.1 Description 

The legal framework under which applications of measures are consistent with and the publications they are 

referenced to. 

I.1.26.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

regulation_id  Serial X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

keywords Comma-separated keywords Variable 

characters 
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(1023) 

 

I.1.26.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

publication regulation refers to 0,n is 

documented 

by 

0,n   

regulation application is applied in 0,n implements/is 

consistent 

with 

0,n   

regulation

_type 

regulation specifies 0,n is of 0,1   

country regulation  0,n  0,1   

regional_a

ssessment 

regulation  0,n  0,n   

 

I.1.27 regulation_type 

I.1.27.1 Description 

The type of the legal framework under which the applications of measures are consistent with, e.g. EU 

directive, national legislation etc. 

I.1.27.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

regulation_type

_id 

 Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 
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description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.27.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

regulation

_type 

regulation specifies 0,n is of 0,1   

 

I.1.28 source 

I.1.28.1 Description 

Sources that influence measures (e.g. river water) 

I.1.28.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

source_id  Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.28.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

application source has 0,n supplies 0,n   
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I.1.29 technology_readiness 

I.1.29.1 Description 

Technology readiness level giving an estimate of the technology maturity of the related tool. 

I.1.29.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

technology_rea

diness_id 

 Integer X 

level  Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.29.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

technolog

y_readine

ss 

product_ser

vice 

applies to 0,n has 0,1   

 

I.1.30 Term 

I.1.30.1 Description 

Keywords, the description of which appear as tooltip in the website 

I.1.30.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

term_id  Integer X 
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name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text X 

synonyms Comma separated synonyms of the 

term 

Variable 

characters (255) 

 

 

I.1.31 topics 

I.1.31.1 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

topics_id  Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.31.2 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

working_g

roup 

topics is retated to 0,n is subject of 0,n   

 

I.1.32 well_type 

I.1.32.1 Description 

Operational scales of measures 

I.1.32.2 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 
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well_type_id  Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.32.3 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

well_type measure applies to 0,n is of 0,1   

well_type application  0,n  0,1   

 

I.1.33 wg_status 

I.1.33.1 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

wg_status_id  Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.33.2 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand
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nality nality atory atory 

working_g

roup 

wg_status has status 1,1 applies to 0,n X  

 

I.1.34 wg_type 

I.1.34.1 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

wg_type_id  Integer X 

name Name of entity Variable 

characters (255) 

X 

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

 

I.1.34.2 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

working_g

roup 

wg_type is of 1,1 applies to 0,n X  

 

I.1.35 working_group 

I.1.35.1 Attributes 

Name Comment Data Type Mandatory 

working_group

_id 

 Serial X 

wg_title  Variable 

characters (255) 
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summary  Text  

description Brief textual description of the entity Text  

start_date  Date  

end_date  Date  

 

I.1.35.2 Relationships 

Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 1 -> 

Entity 2 Role 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 2 -> 

Entity 1 Role 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Cardi

nality 

Entity 

1 -> 

Entity 

2 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Entity 

2 -> 

Entity 

1 

Role 

Mand

atory 

Person working_gr

oup 

member of 0,n consists of 0,n   

working_g

roup 

wg_type is of 1,1 applies to 0,n X  

working_g

roup 

wg_status has status 1,1 applies to 0,n X  

working_g

roup 

topics is retated to 0,n is subject of 0,n   

 


